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Chapter 1511 

The black shield could block an attack from one side, but it couldn't completely cover her. Hence, Miao 

Yao directly flung out this move to take her life! 

The first time, he was careless and didn't settle her. For the second time, the same thing couldn't 

happen again! 

A low dragon roar came from Miao Yao's throat. A pair of dragon eyes stared closely at the ball of light 

surrounding the many purplish-golden scales. 

He couldn't wait to see the ending! 

… 

The scales flew everywhere and intertwined with each other, piercing through at shocking speeds! 

The crowd watched on with anxious hearts. With this attack, it will be hard for Shangguan Yue to 

survive. 

"Miao Yao is determined this time and wants to take Shangguan Yue's life no matter what. I think she 

can't withstand the second move…" 

"Her two legendary fiends can't even protect themselves, so they can't help her. What else can she do?" 

"At the end of the day, she can't blame anyone else for this. Using the great phoenix dragon's corpse to 

reform her own fiend's physical body… How gutsy must she be to do such a thing? The key was that she 

did it and even admitted to it so openly! How could everyone let her off so easily?" 

"If not, what could she do? This matter would be exposed sooner or later. The longer she hid it, the 

more dangerous it would be! She should just directly say it!" 

"I think this Shangguan Yue is talented and broke through quickly, but she thinks too highly of herself. 

She thinks that she can go against the great phoenix dragon with her bit of talent? Think about it. How 

much trouble has she brought Ling Xiao Academy during this period of time? She's young and arrogant; 

she's bound to fail." 

Everyone partook in heated discussions in Qing Ming Square. 

Mu Hongyu was so angry that her face flushed red, and her chest heaved heavily. "What do you know?! 

She's not such a person!" 

This furious holler caused the surroundings to quieten down instantly. 

Quite a few people looked toward Mu Hongyu with various expressions. Finally, someone said, "If she 

isn't like that, how can she do such things? Besides, there doesn't seem to be much use talking about 

this now, right? It's questionable if she can even survive!" 

Mu Hongyu clenched her fists tightly. T-these people— 

"Of course, she can survive." A calm and nonchalant voice suddenly sounded. 
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Mu Hongyu was dazed, and the surrounding people also looked toward the source of the voice. 

The person talking was a thin and tall young man. He was dressed in a light-green robe, and he had 

handsome features and a scholarly and cool aura. 

"Lin Zhifei? You're speaking up for Shangguan Yue too?" someone asked. 

Lin Zhifei smiled slightly. "I was just… speaking the truth." 

Not to mention that Rong Xiu and the rest were here, so they definitely wouldn't watch her get harmed. 

Even she herself wouldn't do anything she wasn't confident about. 

"Tsk, what do you mean by telling the truth? In no time, I think that Shangguan Yue would-" 

"Quickly look!" Before that person could finish his sarcastic remarks, he was suddenly interrupted. 

The crowd instinctively looked over. The next moment, they were collectively taken aback. 

They saw in the sky that a crack appeared within the light ball formed by the purplish-golden scales. A 

transparent fire suddenly surged out from within! 

At that moment, the transparent fire spread over and swallowed those scales! Following this, the crowd 

saw the scales—which originally was a ferocious attack—had an observable decrease in their 

suppression. 

And their sparkling light rapidly dimmed. 

"That's…" Elder Bo Yan and the rest were also stunned by this scene. 

Elder Wan Zheng suddenly thought of something and lost his voice in shock. "Could it be…" 

Crack! 

A crisp sound was heard! Then, the crowd saw the purplish-golden scales break with a sound! 

After they were trapped by the transparent fire, the force in the scales was rapidly absorbed and later 

became very weak. They would shatter with just a light touch. 

All the chaotic noises had totally disappeared at this moment. It was dead quiet between heaven and 

earth. 

Miao Yao suddenly widened his eyes, and his nonchalant, ice-cold eyes were filled with disbelief. H-how 

could this— 

Rumble! 

Following the large explosion, the transparent fire flowed in all directions! 

The scales that were intertwined together were as fragile as glass at this moment! 

As if the floodgates had opened, everything started progressing in an unpredictable direction. 

Everyone looked to the sky with wide eyes and mouths agape. 



There, a tall and straight figure stood straight in the crazily surging transparent fire! Her clothes blew up 

with the wind, and her black hair flew everywhere—it was Chu Liuyue! 

Her face and body were stained with patches of blood, and the golden armor was in pieces. 

Her face was as pale as snow, but only her black gem-like eyes were as deep as the cold lake and were 

filled with shocking battle intent. 

 She clearly looked disheveled, but one couldn't help but feel shocked and fearful. 

Some people were still peerless even if they were covered in injuries. 

A small transparent square cauldron floated quietly in front of her. That terrifying transparent fire 

clearly came out from within! 

"Heavenly Square Cauldron!" Miao Yao lost his voice in shock. 

He didn't know anything about what had happened in Fangzhou City earlier. Hence, he was naturally 

very stunned to see it so suddenly. 

The corner of Chu Liuyue's lips suddenly curled up into an arrogant smile. "Senior Miao Yao, to be 

honest, I've waited for this day for too long! Finally—" 

I can use this trump card openly! 

Chapter 1512 

Miao Yao didn't expect Chu Liuyue to have such a holy item. The Heavenly Square Cauldron has been 

missing in the God Residence Realm for thousands of years. All these years, many people have looked 

everywhere for it, but they didn't know its whereabouts. I didn't expect it to be with her?! 

Although Miao Yao didn't know much about these things outside the realm, he knew Shangguan Jing 

very well. 

Even though Shangguan Jing was capable, he was from outside the realm and had a lowly background. 

Besides, when he had just made a name for himself in the God Residence Realm, such a shocking battle 

happened between them, so he was left in the Flood-Desert Northern Region ever since. 

Even if Shangguan Jing didn't really die in the past thousand years, he had been trapped there and had 

no consciousness, so there wasn't much difference between that and being dead. Then, it was even 

more impossible for him to do anything for Shangguan Yue. 

This also meant that Shangguan Yue came from outside the realm! 

This young lady was in her teens and had an ordinary background. Although she was quite talented, her 

skills weren't elite. At the very least, she definitely couldn't have her way around the God Residence 

Realm. This was also the reason why Miao Yao did not really care about her. 

It was only until he saw the black shield and the Heavenly Square Cauldron that Miao Yao understood 

that he had really underestimated Shangguan Yue! 

… 
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When Elder Bo Yan and the others saw this scene, they were also taken aback and couldn't recover their 

senses for a long time. 

Although they already knew that the Heavenly Square Cauldron was with Chu Liuyue, this was also their 

first time seeing it officially. 

One of the legendary top ten holy weapons that countless cultivators had pursued like a treasure indeed 

lived up to its name! It actually helped Chu Liuyue endure this attack! 

… 

An idea popped up in Chu Liuyue's mind. 

The surrounding transparent fire that was crazily burning went back to the Heavenly Square Cauldron. 

Those scales were also dragged in. 

Miao Yao panicked. "Shangguan Yue, what do you want to do!?" 

Chu Liuyue coughed lightly, wiped away the blood at the corner of her mouth, and slowly said, "You're 

so smart. Don't you know what I want to do? Of course… I want to keep all these scales." 

"How dare you!" Miao Yao was so angry that his eyes turned red. 

These scales were left behind when he evolved, so they had extraordinary meaning to him. If Chu Liuyue 

put them into the Heavenly Square Cauldron, he knew without thinking that they would be destroyed! 

Chu Liuyue paused in her actions. Although her face was as pale as snow, the corner of her lips still 

curled up into a smile. "You previously said that the past matters wouldn't count if I could take your 

three moves, but you didn't say I can't take them, right? Besides… this shouldn't be counted as a 

retaliation." 

I just kept all the scales. What's so urgent about that? 

"Cunning!" Miao Yao hollered furiously. "You're indeed as scheming as Shangguan Jing!" 

"Roar!" He suddenly roared toward the sky. 

A distant and low dragon roar reverberated throughout the area! At that moment, the winds howled. 

Chu Liuyue felt stuffy. The feeling of being crushed by invisible suppression attacked her again! 

Her heart skipped a beat! Danger! 

Chu Liuyue's sharp sixth sense rang in her mind, and she moved back without hesitation! At the same 

time, the Heavenly Square Cauldron in front of her started spinning quickly. 

… 

"Oh no! Miao Yao is about to use his bloodline power!" Seeing this scene, Shangguan Jing panicked. 

Elder Bo Yan and the others actually detected that something was amiss as they immediately looked 

over after hearing this. "What does that mean?" 



Shangguan Jing furrowed his brows tightly and hurriedly explained, "The great phoenix dragons are 

ancient legendary fiends! They contain tremendous bloodline power, and once it is activated, they can 

easily absorb the surrounding Heaven and Earth force and control it! As long as they can keep taking in 

the Heaven and Earth force, they can keep using it!" 

Normally, cultivators or fiends that wanted to become stronger had to guide Heaven and Earth Force 

into their bodies before slowly turning it into their strength. The stronger one's body was, the more 

efficient the transfer, and the greater the quantity. 

This way, one could use it to the maximum when one fought. 

However, the great phoenix dragons were ancient legendary fiends. Before the world started, they were 

already around. 

It wasn't an exaggeration to say that they lived with the earth. Hence, their bloodline power was 

heaven-defying. 

Without any process, they could directly circulate all the strength in the surroundings! 

In this world, the strongest cultivator that could contain the most force couldn't compare to such 

existences. 

"However, using their bloodline power will eat up a large portion of their force. Normally, they wouldn't 

do it." 

But at this point, Miao Yao was clearly enraged by Chu Liuyue, so he did such a thing on impulse! 

Originally, everyone thought that he could take Chu Liuyue's life away with one move. However, things 

didn't go as planned. 

Not only did Chu Liuyue not die, but she even retaliated after taking two moves. 

Miao Yao was used to being arrogant. To him, this matter was humiliating. Hence, he would take action 

so ruthlessly! 

He had made up his mind to kill Chu Liuyue! 

"No, I must stop it!" Shangguan Jing spoke as he raised his foot and wanted to go over. But before he 

could take a few steps forward, an invisible force caused him to rebound. 

This space was already controlled by Miao Yao, and others couldn't barge in! 

Everyone panicked in their hearts, but any effort now seemed weak and useless. 

"Rong Xiu!" Elder Wan Zheng clenched his teeth and looked at Rong Xiu. Yet, the latter stood with one 

hand behind his back and stared in front closely. 

His face was stern and cold, but he didn't look like he was going to take action. 

"Rong Xiu?" Elder Wan Zheng panicked. He still wants to continue watching at this point? I'm afraid 

there really will be no time! 

Boom! 



A lightning bolt suddenly struck! 

The few elders turned and saw that Million Wine Mountain's fountain was completely covered in frost. 

Elder Bo Yan gasped. On the one hand, it is Chu Liuyue. On the other hand, it is the fountain. This— 

Without waiting for him to choose, Miao Yao had already taken action! "My bloodline will be executed 

with the sun and moon—break!" 

A low dragon moan seemed to transcend through time and space as it shocked everyone and caused 

one to unwittingly feel fear and respect. 

Chu Liuyue's force started rapidly dissipating at a terrifying speed! At the same time, a heavy 

suppression rushed toward her dantian as if it wanted to completely crush it! 

Chapter 1513 

Chu Liuyue felt that her bones and veins were being crushed inch by inch at this moment! An 

indescribable pain overwhelmed her body, causing her vision to turn black! 

She clenched her teeth and tried her best to circulate her force to resist this sudden and terrifying 

attack. However, she was completely in the other party's control and was restricted. 

She couldn't circulate the force in her body at all, and she had already exhausted all her strength to 

endure the two previous moves. 

At this point, her force was depleted, and she couldn't use any more strength to deal with the current 

situation! 

Chu Liuyue's body started trembling slightly. 

At one moment, she almost had no strength to hold the Chi Xiao Sword and the black shield. She relied 

on her last bit of perseverance to stubbornly resist. 

At this point, a purplish-golden blood pearl suddenly flew out from Miao Yao's brows. That blood pearl 

danced in front of him and quickly formed a strange pattern—it was the great phoenix dragon clan's 

totem! 

The totem was bright and energetic, decked in a holy light. 

Chu Liuyue took one look and felt that her eyes were burning. That shocking suppression seemed to 

form a strong knife that was extremely sharp. 

Chu Liuyue tilted her head slightly and averted her gaze. 

Increasingly more wounds opened on her body as blood kept flowing out, staining her clothes. 

Heaven and earth were quiet, but this silent and suppressive atmosphere made one go crazy. 

In no time, Chu Liuyue had already become a blood person. 

At some moment, she felt that her face was itchy and forcefully used the back of her palm to clean it. It 

was sticky—it was blood. 
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The back of her palm was filled with blood. 

The fresh red blood was pricking to the eye as it caused Chu Liuyue's temples to beat crazily. 

In her dantian, the force kept flowing away. Only her water droplet seemed to float quietly as if it were 

frozen. 

This cannot go on… Chu Liuyue quietly thought in her heart. The next moment, she looked up at Miao 

Yao again. 

They weren't very near, but Miao Yao still instantly felt Chu Liuyue's gaze. 

He looked over. Originally, he thought he would see desperation and hopelessness in Chu Liuyue's eyes, 

but what disappointed him was that Chu Liuyue looked as calm as ever. 

She didn't try to wipe the blood on her face, even if it made her look especially disheveled and 

miserable. 

In the pool of frightening blood, only her pair of eyes were as black as the night sky. But in the deepest 

parts of the night, a galaxy that shone as bright as ever was hidden. 

For some reason, Miao Yao's heart suddenly skipped a beat. On the brink of death, why would someone 

in danger have such a gaze? 

An uneasy feeling overwhelmed his heart. 

I have to handle it as soon as possible! This thought rapidly flashed across Miao Yao's mind! The next 

moment, he raised his dragon head and roared toward the sky! 

"Roar!" 

The surrounding Heaven and Earth Force seemed to be controlled by an invisible hand as it rapidly 

formed a long, transparent whip, glowing with a purplish-golden light, and flung it toward Chu Liuyue! 

Slap! 

An air-piercing sound was heard! 

The Heavenly Square Cauldron was directly flung away by this whip! 

Chu Liuyue's chest vibrated as she spat out a mouthful of blood, and her aura rapidly became weak. 

Not much strength was left within her body, so she could only forcefully maintain her connection with 

the Heavenly Square Cauldron. However, it was as hard as ascending the skies if she wanted to circulate 

the force in her body. 

"Oh no! Her force has been depleted, and the surrounding Heaven and Earth Force is being used by 

Miao Yao! If this goes on, I'm afraid—" Shangguan Jing's expression was tense, and his heart seemed to 

be tightly clenched. Even breathing became difficult. 

If he could, he would rather represent Chu Liuyue and suffer all of this torture. However, his Holy Body 

was just awakened, and he had rushed to Ling Xiao Academy previously, so he wasn't in the best 

condition. 



On the other hand, Miao Yao had rested for many years. With this, he was naturally much stronger. Not 

to mention that Miao Yao had already used his bloodline power, so it would be extremely hard for 

others to intervene! 

The surrounding crowd fell into silence. 

Mu Hongyu's eyes turned red. 

Lin Zhifei gradually clenched his fists. 

Luo Shishi turned around, and her expression was miserable. 

There were also some people that unwittingly looked at Rong Xiu. Chu Liuyue is in a perilous situation. 

Why has he not taken action? 

… 

Rong Xiu closed his eyes. 

Elder Wan Zheng—who was standing at the side—became increasingly anxious, but just as he planned 

to speak, he suddenly saw a flash of gold on Rong Xiu's brows! 

A strange totem rapidly formed. 

Rong Xiu flowed without the wind. An indescribable aura suddenly spread from his body! 

Elder Wan Zheng was shocked as he instinctively took two steps back. The current Rong Xiu seems… 

different, and he seems to be faintly dangerous! 

Rong Xiu raised his hands. His hands were white, and the knuckles were distinct. 

Whoosh! 

A golden spark suddenly appeared on his fingertips, and they were lively and active! 

A speck of black quickly flashed across it! 

At this moment, the long whip had already crossed half the sky and harshly hit Chu Liuyue's black shield! 

Rumble! 

Chu Liuyue suffered a terrifying impact! 

The pure gold armor instantly broke open! It formed countless golden shards that flew in all directions! 

She clutched the black shield tightly and felt numb instantly. The next moment, her entire person flew 

backward from this terrifying force! 

She fell right down! 

Thump! 

Putong— 

Chu Liuyue dropped head-first into the frozen fountain! 



The fountain water spread everywhere and instantly swallowed her! She disappeared without a trace! 

Everyone was stunned by this sudden scene. 

After a temporary silence, dark clouds tumbled in the sky and formed countless lightning bolts! The sky 

and ground rumbled! 

"W-what's going on?" Elder Bo Yan knitted his brows tightly and looked at the sky doubtfully. 

Rumble! 

A loud sound suddenly came from another direction! 

Elder Hua Feng suddenly turned around and muttered in shock, "Fengmin Mountain… exploded?!" 

Chapter 1514 

At the same time, Fengmin Mountain. 

On the top floor of the pagoda, Elder Meng—who was sitting cross-legged—suddenly widened his eyes 

and stared at the floating door in shock! 

A mysterious yet powerful strength was currently gathering as faint yet bright light outlined the strange 

pattern bit by bit. 

The starry sparks gradually covered the entire door. 

Dong! 

Dong! 

Dong! 

Inside the door, there seemed to be something crazily smashing around, almost about to break through 

the door! 

A tremendous and harsh aura instantly overwhelmed him! 

Elder Meng suddenly stood up! "Girlie is back?!" 

Other than that girl, who else can cause such a commotion? 

He rapidly turned around, ran to the window, and looked outside. This look caused him to be 

immediately taken aback. 

He saw that the sky was gloomy above the many mountains. 

The dark clouds tumbled, and the fierce winds howled. 

Rays of silver snake-like lightning rapidly gathered in the clouds and almost burst out! Those lightning 

bolts intertwined and swam around, almost illuminating the entire night sky! 

"That's… Million Wine Mountain?" Elder Meng gasped. 
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The strength of Fengmin Mountain's barrier was comparable to the one outside the academy. 

Additionally, as the door had been faltering lately, he spent more time and effort guarding it. These 

were also the reasons why he didn't notice whatever had happened outside previously. 

Now that he suddenly saw it, he was extremely stunned. Million Wine Mountain is in trouble! But wasn't 

it fine before? Why did it suddenly— 

Suddenly, his gaze focused, and he saw the large purplish-golden figure in midair. Great phoenix 

dragon?! 

At this point, shock could no longer describe what Elder Meng was feeling. I only spent a little more time 

on the door during the past two days, and so many things have happened outside?! 

Dong dong! 

The knocks behind him became increasingly intense. 

Elder Meng turned around and furrowed his brows tightly. If that girl really has come back, I should 

open the door. However, I don't even see her figure, and I feel very uneasy. According to the agreement 

made with the girl when she left, she would personally come to the pagoda and take away the item that 

belonged to her. But now… 

A unique pattern gradually formed in the middle of the large door. 

… 

As they were rather far away, Fengmin Mountain's commotion didn't attract the attention of the 

students in Qing Ming Square. 

However, Elder Hua Feng and the rest were panicking. Only very few people know what Fengmin 

Mountain contains. Normally, it is fine. Why did all the problems appear together? 

Elder Wan Zheng's figure flashed and went straight for the fountain. "I'll bring her out!" 

That fountain is extremely dangerous! If she stays there the whole time, I'm afraid— 

Boom! 

A lightning bolt struck down! It landed right in front of Elder Wan Zheng! 

Elder Wan Zheng was shocked and hurriedly retreated! He simultaneously set up a barrier before him! 

Violent thunder spread in all directions! 

Elder Wan Zheng's barrier shook intensely. Then, in the blink of an eye, a crisp sound was heard—the 

barrier shattered! 

Elder Wan Zheng retreated again and barely avoided it. But even so, his sleeves were still ripped apart 

by the aftershocks of the terrifying force! 

Upon seeing this scene, quite a few people were secretly shocked. "This lightning strength is so 

formidable?!" 



"Elder Wan Zheng is a true god warrior. If it's hard for him to even defend against that lightning bolt, it 

just shows how strong it is! I'm afraid it's different from the lightning we trigger when we produce or 

refine our own Yuan instruments." 

"It's indeed different. Haven't you realized? The color of the lightning bolts in the sky seems to be 

different from ordinary ones!" Someone said this, which immediately caused the crowd to look up. 

This included Elder Bo Yan and the rest, and this look caused them to be taken aback. 

"Wait a minute! The lightning is actually… golden?" 

It was clearly daytime, but the dark clouds gathered as thunder brewed, causing the entire area to be in 

a mess. 

In the sky above Million Wine Mountain, there was a vortex caused by clouds gathering. The 

surrounding Heaven and Earth Force kept being dragged in, and lightning bolts appeared continuously in 

the depths of that vortex, even forming a sea of lightning! 

A sea of bright silver almost caused them to be unable to open their eyes. 

If one took a closer look, they could see a bright spark of gold flashing across the depths of the lightning 

sea from time to time! However, this spark of golden wasn't very obvious inside. If one didn't take a 

close look, they wouldn't notice it. 

"The rumored golden lightning… Who summoned the Heavenly Tribulation?" Elder Bo Yan's gaze was 

rather dazed. 

When cultivators tried to break through… If their cultivation level was high enough, they would trigger a 

weather phenomenon and summon lightning bolts. 

The more lightning bolts there were, the stronger the cultivator was, which proved that the cultivator 

was very talented and had a bright future. However, not every breakthrough could trigger such a huge 

commotion. 

Normally speaking, this would only happen when one was preparing to break through as a stage-seven 

warrior and a legendary warrior. 

"She's an intermediate stage-nine warrior, so she naturally can't summon the God Foreseeing 

Tribulation…" muttered Elder Hua Feng softly. Then, he suddenly widened his eyes. "Is she breaking 

through to reach the God Realm?!" 

However, there were two levels in between an intermediate stage-nine warrior and a true legendary 

warrior—peak stage-nine and demigod! 

One had to know that when one broke through to become a demigod, such a weather phenomenon 

wouldn't be triggered! 

Just as he said this, countless lightning bolts flew down in unison from the sea of lightning! Their target 

was Chu Liuyue, who was in the fountain! 

Chapter 1515 
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At this point, Chu Liuyue felt the cold attacking her bones. This coldness was too strong, causing her to 

ignore her bodily pain at one moment. 

The ice-cold fountain water covered her from all directions, swallowing her whole. She could clearly feel 

that every inch of her skin was covered by that fountain water. 

Vaguely, there seemed to be many sharp and tiny needles stabbing at her body crazily. The piercing pain 

caused her to widen her eyes. 

What entered her eyes was a patch of clear blue. 

Am I… in the fountain? Thinking of this, Chu Liuyue instinctively raised her hand. A shaky water ripple 

flowed across her body. 

She looked up. The fountain water was clear, so she could very clearly see the scene in the skies outside 

even though she was inside. 

The dark clouds gathered together, and the lightning bolts flashed. 

But… I'm clearly in the fountain water, so why do I not feel any sense of discomfort? 

At this point, her entire person had sunken into the water, but she didn't feel any different from being 

outside. Only when the water current flowed past her body was she reminded that she was in the 

fountain. 

But very quickly, Chu Liuyue understood why. That was because the water in the fountain wasn't true 

fountain water! It was actually liquid formed from extremely pure force! 

Chu Liuyue was rather shocked. I've been to Million Wine Mountain quite a few times before and have 

come into close contact with it. However, I never discovered such a secret hidden here! 

From outside, she couldn't tell that there was anything wrong, and the thing that flowed did seem like 

true water. However, it was only when she was here that she discovered such a mystery within the 

fountain! 

Chu Liuyue looked down and was suddenly dazed. 

The fountain was very shallow. From here, she could actually see the bottom. 

The surrounding mountain rocks accumulated, and its structure was weird. Upon closer look, there 

seemed to be traces that were left behind by something sharp. 

Those should be… because of those lightning bolts? When this thought just surfaced in Chu Liuyue's 

mind, a spark of silver lightning flashed across her eyes. 

That lightning bolt was very short and small, only palm-sized. From the corner of Chu Liuyue's eyes, it 

seemed like a silver fish that quickly swam across. 

That lightning bolt quickly disappeared above a stone wall and left behind a faint mark. 

Chu Liuyue's brows moved slightly as she reached out and gently touched the uneven stone wall. There 

are so many traces. How much… lightning strength did it endure? 



Very quickly, the second one and the third one appeared. 

These lightning bolts seemed much restrained in the fountain water and weren't so strong in their 

attacks. And for some reason, they seemed to have eyes as they would instantly avoid Chu Liuyue when 

they passed by her. 

Originally, Chu Liuyue didn't realize it. She only detected something was amiss when the lightning bolt 

suddenly changed its course when she unintentionally stretched out her hand. 

Previously, Tuan Zi absorbed all those lightning bolts and completed its bloodline power awakening 

here? 

Chu Liuyue surveyed her surroundings and realized that the number of lightning bolts here indeed 

seemed much fewer than before. 

But… the bottommost rock seemed rather intact. 

Chu Liuyue focused on it and felt that there was something wrong. Logically speaking, the lightning bolts 

swim around here, and there is no reason for them to intentionally avoid the bottommost rock, right… 

Why is that one different? 

However, this thought just flashed across her mind before she quickly forgot about it. This was because 

she discovered that her wounds were healing rapidly! 

Immersed in this warm and forgiving force, her originally disheveled body—which was covered in 

wounds—took a turn for the better. Those wounds were recovering rapidly at a shocking speed. 

In no time, Chu Liuyue saw the tiny wounds on her arms forming scabs and turning light pink. There was 

also a portion of force that had already entered her body and slowly rejuvenated her limbs. 

Chu Liuyue's aura recovered by quite a bit. 

A faint ripple came from her dantian. 

Chu Liuyue's heart skipped a beat. It's the black pyramid! 

At this point, her surrounding water suddenly shook intensely! 

She felt something and looked up. Many lightning bolts were flying down toward her from the skies! 

… 

"Why is she suddenly breaking through to reach the God Realm?!" Upon seeing this scene, Elder Bo Yan 

couldn't help but holler softly. 

Not to mention that it was as hard as ascending the skies to break through to become a true god from 

an intermediate stage-nine warrior… Even if Shangguan Yue really had this ability, it would be too risky 

for her with her current condition! 

She had just received three moves from Miao Yao, her force had almost dissipated completely, and she 

was covered in injuries. In the blink of an eye, she had to meet this sudden tribulation… 

If it were him, he wouldn't be able to take it! 



He couldn't help but look at Elder Wan Zheng. "Wan Zheng, she's your disciple! Why didn't you know 

about this earlier at all?!" 

Elder Wan Zheng's expression was difficult. 

He was also very worried. After all, that was the disciple he doted on the most! 

He hadn't walked out of the shock of his male disciple being a girl, and those few incidents happened in 

the blink of an eye. Who could he find reason with? 

"How am I supposed to know such a thing in advance?!" yelled Elder Wan Zheng as he clenched his 

teeth. "Normally, she only cultivates as a heavenly doctor with me. Who knew she—" 

"Enough! Stop arguing!" Elder Hua Feng almost spurted out vulgarities. "What time is it now!? It's 

imperative to think of how to save that girl's life first!" 

Once he said this, the crowd all fell silent. 

Of course, none of them hoped that something would happen to her. Even if they had basically 

confirmed that the eruption of the fountain was related to her, the incidents were separate. 

Ever since this kid stepped into the academy, she had been well-liked and admired by all of them. Even if 

she had caused some troubles in between, they didn't really harshly punish her. Of course, it was mainly 

because those harsh punishments didn't seem to work on her. 

Even if they wanted to punish her now, they had to wait for her to come back in one piece! 

"How to save…" Shangguan Jing stood at the side alone. There was no expression on his face as his eyes 

were glued to the fountain. Previously, Miao Yao activated his bloodline power. Now, Yue'er herself 

summoned the tribulation… In these two situations, outsiders can't intervene. It would be as hard as 

ascending the skies to even take a step closer. 

If it was the lightning triggered when she produced Yuan instruments, I might be able to go forward and 

help her block one or two. However… this is the tribulation triggered when a cultivator breaks through 

to reach the God Realm! Nobody can help her. Her life and death depend on herself! 

Shangguan Jing clenched his fists tightly and slowly exhaled. "Yue'er, you must be… okay…" 

Boom! 

The first lightning bolt had already fallen from the skies and struck the fountain precisely! 

Chapter 1516 

"You don't know your limits!" Miao Yao circled them in midair and couldn't help but sneer. 

He was shocked and did feel strange. He risked activating his bloodline power to kill Shangguan Yue, but 

he did not expect her to actually summon the tribulation the moment he took action! 

Looking at the terrifying commotion in the skies, coldness flashed across Miao Yao's eyes. 

No matter how powerful he was, he was still inferior to the heavens. Now that the Heavenly Tribulation 

had descended, he couldn't fight against it and could only stand at the side and watch. 
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Even the Heaven and Earth Force he was supposed to control had already broken free from the 

restraints and gathered toward the lightning. However, this was nothing urgent. The horrifying 

suppression from the tribulation was only stronger and not weaker compared to him! 

Shangguan Yue is on the brink of death. She can't even endure the first lightning bolt, not to mention 

the golden tribulation. Thinking of this, Miao Yao felt much better. After admiring Shangguan Jing and 

the others' expressions, he started waiting for the delighted ending. 

Even though he only executed the third move halfway, as long as the ending was what he wanted, 

nothing else mattered. The only thing that caused him to feel strange was Rong Xiu. 

Since just now, the others were all worried about Shangguan Yue, and Shangguan Jing even wanted to 

go up personally and endure everything for her. Only Rong Xiu was still standing rooted to the spot. 

At this point, his eyes were closed as golden fire danced on his fingertips in a bright manner. It didn't 

seem different from before. 

The faint light shone on Rong Xiu's face in a half-dark and half-light manner. The demonically handsome 

face was calm. 

Miao Yao looked for quite a while but really couldn't figure it out. Hence, he swiftly retracted his gaze. 

Rong Xiu stood quietly in midair as if he was frozen. 

The winds howled in the surroundings, blowing his sleeves and making windy sounds. 

A black ray of light faintly appeared in the fire on his fingertips! 

… 

Rumble! 

The first bolt of lightning, which had a shocking aura, harshly struck the fountain! At that moment, the 

fountain water sprayed everywhere. 

It was suddenly silent in the earth and sky. 

Almost everyone's gazes were gathered here. In Qing Ming Square, there were gradually all sorts of 

discussions. 

"Sky… Once this lightning bolt strikes down, she'll be handicapped, if not dead, right? Previously, she 

suffered so many injuries and was hanging onto her last breath. How can she possibly endure this 

attack?" 

"I think it's hard as well!" 

"What a pity. She's so talented, and she even has two legendary fiends! If there weren't these accidents 

today, she would definitely have a bright future! Sigh—" 

"But why did she suddenly summon the tribulation out of nowhere? Does she want to take a gamble? 

After all, if she could break through to become a legendary warrior, she might be able to completely 

endure Miao Yao's third move…" 



"She's just an intermediate stage-nine warrior! It is more understandable if she's a peak stage-nine 

warrior. How can she directly cross such a big gap and become a true god? Even a three-year-old kid 

knows that it's impossible!" 

"There's not much use even if she's a peak stage-nine warrior. When a great phoenix dragon activates its 

bloodline power, the Heaven and Earth force is completely in its control. Unless one can successfully 

break through and become a true legendary warrior, it would be to no avail." 

"I think she was really driven to a corner…" 

Everyone had different attitudes but had the same outlook about the ending—Shangguan Yue is really 

finished this time! 

… 

The lightning bolt struck the fountain. After an intense impact, it gradually recovered its calmness. 

Seeing the unaffected water surface once again, Elder Bo Yan and the rest exchanged glances. This… 

Where is she? No matter if she's injured or… Why is there no reaction at all? 

At first glance, it seemed like that bolt of lightning was directly absorbed by the fountain. 

Elder Wan Zheng hurriedly took out his jade plaque and took a look at it. 

Back then, he had once left an aura in Chu Liuyue's jade plaque. Originally, it was used for 

communication, but now, it was his only way of confirming her life or death. 

Detecting that the aura was still around, Elder Wan Zheng forcefully suppressed his uneasiness and 

continued waiting. 

However, such leisurely time didn't last for long. That was because the second bolt of lightning struck 

right down! 

Then, it was the third! Fourth! 

… 

Many lightning bolts struck at the same time! 

From afar, people almost doubted how such a small fountain received so many lightning bolts but 

showed no signs of breakage! 

The stones at the edge of the fountain had many scars, but they didn't break at all. On the other hand, 

the surrounding ground seemed to be unable to endure the explosion of the terrifying force as cracks 

appeared. 

Like spiderwebs, it was frightening to watch. 

Shangguan Jing's heart ached unbearably. At one moment, he couldn't hold it back anymore and looked 

up. 

The sea of lightning in the skies was still dazzling. The number of lightning bolts inside didn't decrease at 

all. 



So many had clearly struck just now! Shangguan Jing faintly tasted the metallic taste in his mouth. 

If it were normal times when Chu Liuyue tried to break through to become a true god as a demigod and 

had summoned such a terrifying tribulation, he definitely would be over the moon. That was because it 

represented her limitless potential in cultivation, especially… when there was the golden tribulation! 

He had journeyed the world for so many years and had only heard of such an existence in rumors. All 

those who could summon the golden tribulation were top elites, but now… Shangguan Yue was only an 

intermediate stage-nine warrior! 

… 

As time passed, the chaotic discussions slowly disappeared. 

Countless lightning bolts struck down, but the fountain didn't move at all. It was without a question 

what this meant! 

Miao Yao snorted. "Shangguan Jing, it seems like you have to send off your descendant today—" 

Plop! 

He hadn't finished his sentence when a figure suddenly rushed out from the fountain! 

Chapter 1517 

That figure was thin and long, and the torn and tattered clothes flowed with the wind, wrapping her 

curvy figure. Numerous strands of hair danced with the wind, looking like a butterfly. 

More than half of the sky was covered by the dark clouds in a gloomy manner. Everything below seemed 

to be wrapped by the gray mesh. One could only faintly see an outline but not its true appearance. 

However, she flew upward and met the dazzling sea of lightning. 

The light shone on her face and body, and she brightly glowed as if her entire person was shining. 

Her clothes were damaged, and there were spots of bloodstains. However, this couldn't disguise the 

peerless and distinguished nature in her bones. 

That pair of black and jade-like eyes were determined, stubborn, and mighty! From afar, they made 

everything in the surroundings seem more dazzling! 

She held a shield with one hand, while the other hand held the Chi Xiao Sword tightly as if she were the 

god of war that killed her way out of the bloody ocean! 

She journeyed toward the light and rushed down to where the lightning was striking! 

… 

"That's… Shangguan Yue?!" 

"She's actually still alive!" 

"No! Shouldn't the main point be—not only is she alive, but her combat skills even seem much stronger 

than before!" 
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After Chu Liuyue's figure appeared, everyone was taken aback. The crowd partook in heated discussions 

in shock, confusion, and agitation… 

Their emotions were varied, and their reactions were different. 

Previously, they clearly saw that Shangguan Yue was beaten by Miao Yao in one move and fell into 

Million Wine Mountain's fountain! Afterward, they also personally witnessed the countless lightning 

bolts gathering and striking the fountain! 

Logically speaking, Shangguan Yue wouldn't have been able to hold on. Why did she suddenly rush out 

in the blink of an eye?! Besides, with the same strong stance, she returned to the crowd's gaze again! 

"That speed is definitely not something a stage-nine warrior can execute!" 

Elder Wan Zheng's heart beat rapidly as if it was about to jump out of his throat! He knew Chu Liuyue 

was still alive the whole time, so he was still hoping that she could come out. But upon seeing this scene, 

he was still deeply shocked. 

Originally, he thought that the best situation was for Chu Liuyue to survive forcefully under the attack of 

such terrifying forces. She might be severely injured, and her cultivation might decrease, but as long as 

she was alive, everything else didn't matter. 

After all, this was the God Tribulation! 

However, Elder Wan Zheng really never expected Chu Liuyue to reappear in such a state! 

"She almost broke through to become a peak stage-nine warrior!" Elder Wan Zheng tried hard to control 

his internal emotions. However, his flushed face and tightly clenched hands showed that his current 

emotions weren't as calm as they looked on the surface! 

"Peak stage-nine? How is that possible?!" When Elder Bo Yan heard this, his first reaction was 

disbelief. That girl clearly fell down with severe injuries earlier. Why did she suddenly break through in 

such a short time? 

As he was still a distance away from Chu Liuyue now, and she had a Yuan instrument that hid her aura, 

they weren't too sure if she had broken through at this point. 

But that speed… She seemed much faster than before. 

"She absorbed the force in the fountain!" Elder Hua Feng glanced below. 

The clear fountain water was completely transparent. A layer of frost formed at a shocking speed! 

It seemed like the earlier leftover force was occupied by Chu Liuyue. 

The corner of Elder Bo Yan's eyelids twitched, and he took a deep breath in. Calm! You must be calm! 

The situation hasn't reached a state where it can't be salvaged. After all, quite a few lightning bolts 

struck the fountain, and I think that it can probably last for a long while… The most important thing is to 

save that girl's life! 

Hong hong hong! 



Chu Liuyue directly clashed with those lightning bolts! Her figure was instantly covered by the blinding 

lights! 

… 

Almost nobody saw that when the lightning bolts struck, Chu Liuyue put away the black shield and the 

Chi Xiao Sword in front of her at the same time. 

She knew that she summoned the tribulation, so she had to face it! Any other external support was 

meaningless. 

The silver snake-like lightning struck her body as if it were about to shred her skin and muscles apart! 

Ferocious force crushed every inch of her body! Her wounds—which had just healed—opened again, but 

at the same time, the water droplet in her body started spinning slowly. 

Force flowed out from within and injected into her limbs. 

The two forces seemed to use Chu Liuyue's body as an arena, and an intense battle was staged! 

Chu Liuyue was in so much pain that she felt numb, but the more it was so, the stronger her combative 

intent! 

Blood continuously flowed out from the corner of her mouth, but during this entire process, she 

absorbed a large portion of force when the lightning bolts swam around her body! 

Chu Liuyue's body was like a bottomless pit. Even she didn't realize that she was crazily absorbing the 

surrounding force! 

And as this force passed through her and her water droplet, it rapidly turned into her force. Her aura 

started strengthening at a shocking speed! 

… 

Detecting this strange commotion, Miao Yao finally couldn't sit still. He gazed at the sky in disbelief, 

almost thinking that he had felt it wrongly. 

Under the attack of so many lightning bolts, Shangguan Yue's aura didn't weaken and instead 

strengthened? How exactly did she do it!? 

Faint uneasiness surged up Miao Yao's heart and caused him to be uneasy. But at this moment, when 

the Heavenly Tribulation was descending, even he couldn't be overboard and could only wait 

obediently. 

He quickly glanced to the side and realized that Shangguan Jing and the rest were also dazed and 

shocked. It seems like they don't know… But if it weren't for these people helping, how could a mere 

Shangguan Yue have such confidence and methods? 

One had to know that even under such circumstances, even a supreme Yuan instrument couldn't help 

much. That was because the tribulation targeted one's body itself! 

… 



For some reason, the lightning accumulated in the skies gradually depleted and dimmed bit by bit. 

The crowd could then see Chu Liuyue's figure clearly. 

She floated in midair, and her clothes floated with the wind. She was the only luminous pearl in the sky! 

She was clearly disheveled, but when she stood there with her back straight, she looked as proud as a 

strong tree! 

It was silent. 

Everyone had their mouths open and eyes widened. She actually… endured so many lightning bolts?! 

Elder Bo Yan softly muttered, "There's still the last tribulation. She will only truly succeed after she 

survives that!" 

The crowd unwittingly held their breaths in. 

Miao Yao grinded his teeth and snorted. Without the God Realm, she definitely can't last through this 

golden tribulation! 

Chapter 1518 

The winds howled, and the cold air was harsh. 

Chu Liuyue raised her hand and slowly wiped away the blood from the corner of her mouth—it was 

bright red. 

Actually, the current her was covered in bloodstains. No matter how she wiped, she couldn't wipe 

herself clean. However, she didn't care. 

She took a deep breath in. When the bone-etching pain gradually turned numb, she then looked up. 

The black clouds oppressed the city. The sky was dark as if someone had spilled ink all over the clouds, 

and it spread across bit by bit. 

It was suffocating. Now, only a bright golden glow was left inside that absorbed all the light. 

That bolt of lightning was also her Heavenly Tribulation. Its size and structure were no different from the 

lightning bolts Chu Liuyue saw that day, but its color was golden and… The aura and suppression were 

the strongest she had ever seen in her life—not one of the strongest! 

Chu Liuyue stared at the golden tribulation and squinted her eyes. 

In fact, like the others, she also didn't know how this tribulation appeared. She only knew that after she 

fell into the fountain, the weather phenomenon and this tribulation appeared shortly after. 

She was covered in wounds back then, and the only thought in her head was to survive! How could she 

spare the effort to break through, not to mention summoning the tribulation!? 

She knew very clearly that only cultivators trying to break through and become a true god would 

summon this tribulation. She also knew her own capabilities, so how could she cause such a huge 

trouble for herself? However, this tribulation still appeared! 
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Then, there was only one possibility. 

Chu Liuyue tilted her head. 

Noticing her actions, the crowd was dazed. 

"What's that girl looking at?" asked Elder Bo Yan nervously. 

Elder Hua Feng followed her line of sight, turned around, and muttered with uncertainty, "I-it seems 

like… Dong Huang Clock Tower?!" 

She is currently facing a life and death situation. Why is she looking at Dong Huang Clock Tower? 

Nobody knew. 

Very quickly, Chu Liuyue retracted her vision. The next moment, she suddenly closed her eyes. 

… 

Seeing Chu Liuyue do this, quite a few people exchanged glances. Wasn't she quite courageous earlier, 

and she has already survived those lightning bolts, right? Now, only the last golden tribulation is left in 

the skies. Why did she suddenly not move? She can't be… planning to give up, right? 

"In the past ten thousand years of the God Residence Realm, we can count the number of cultivators 

who have summoned the golden tribulation! This girl's talent is probably higher than what we thought! 

However, she's not even a demigod now, so how is she supposed to get past this stage?" 

Even now, Elder Bo Yan still didn't understand how this tribulation appeared! 

Elder Hua Feng's head ached, and he could only sigh deeply. "Everything is her own doing. It's up to her 

if it's a problem or a blessing!" 

Elder Wan Zheng did not speak. He stared at Chu Liuyue for a while, and his gaze was complicated. 

Perhaps it was because her face had bloodstains, but he felt that Chu Liuyue seemed increasingly similar 

to the face in his memory when he gazed at her. 

The messy wounds and bloodstains wiped away the last bit of youthfulness on her face, and it added an 

aura of indescribable harshness and sharpness. And that pair of eyes was even… 

Elder Wan Zheng couldn't help but turn around. Then, he clenched his fists and loosened them as his 

heart palpitated. Looking over from Chu Liuyue's angle… At first glance, she is looking at Dong Huang 

Clock Tower. And looking carefully, she is gazing at the distant Fengmin Mountain! What exactly is she 

looking at?! 

… 

Chu Liuyue closed her eyes, and her vision turned black. However, her godly consciousness spread 

across, and she could still clearly 'see' the surroundings. 

The broken stones, the frozen fountain, the fallen trees… This was Million Wine Mountain. 



Further from it were the continuous mountain peaks, which had lush greenery. There was also Dong 

Huang Clock Tower, which was situated in the spacious Qing Ming Square! 

When she 'saw' Dong Huang Clock Tower, that sense of familiarity surged into her heart. And this time, 

it was even stronger than before! 

Even if she was in the middle and was such a long distance away… In her consciousness, Dong Huang 

Clock Tower seemed like it was within reach. 

No, I don't want Dong Huang Clock Tower. Chu Liuyue shook her head slightly. There seems to be 

something faintly guiding me to continue going forward. 

She ignored all the surrounding noises and stubbornly allowed her consciousness to rush in a certain 

direction. 

Fengmin Mountain. 

Fengmin Mountain! 

At that moment, Chu Liuyue heard a crisp sound in her ears as if something had shattered. The next 

moment, she suddenly noticed that this sound was coming from her dantian! 

The black pyramid broke! Following this sound, the black seal rapidly dissolved! 

Rays of brilliant light exuded from within! At that moment, it seemed like a river bank had collapsed, and 

the water flowed out! 

Countless scenes and voices fought to squeeze into Chu Liuyue's mind! All the blood in her body seemed 

to course about at this moment! 

Her heart jumped intensely again and again, and her temples throbbed as her mind pricked faintly! That 

was the pain caused by receiving too much information at once! 

At this point, the golden tribulation finally landed! At that moment, golden light shone everywhere! 

Completely silent across the heavens—it was as if a shocking suppression, coupled with frost, had come 

from ancient times! 

Elder Bo Yan and the others' expressions changed. "Go back!" 

Even we might not be able to endure such suppression! 

Even Miao Yao was taken aback and immediately retreated! 

A faint golden light exuded from the skies. Everywhere it passed, the air collapsed. 

The few elders and Shangguan Jing—who were originally in midair—were affected! Even if they had 

retreated at full speed, they still flew backward because of the ripples! 

The elders standing guard below were stunned as they hurriedly yelled, "Activate the square's 

formation!" 

But without waiting for them to take action, the force had overwhelmed the entire area! 



The faces of everyone in Qing Ming Square changed! Those who were weaker spat out blood directly! 

The countless elders struggled to activate the formation. A silver barrier quickly formed and protected 

everyone within! 

The stronger students also helped to support the formation. 

Countless people looked at the sky in shock. We are so far away, yet we are already in such states. 

Then… What about Shangguan Yue?! That golden tribulation went straight for her! 

… 

When the golden ripple touched Chu Liuyue, she suddenly opened her eyes! 

That pair of eyes was black and nonchalant. It was like the night sky that didn't disappear in a thousand 

years and didn't change throughout eternity. 

Even if the cold winds attacked her, she still didn't move! 

Her eyes reflected a dazzling golden color. The next moment, Chu Liuyue raised her hand and grabbed 

the air. 

"God Realm… return!" A low command reverberated throughout the grounds like a royal edict! 

As if being summoned, the winds spun around Fengmin Mountain! That door on the top floor was 

suddenly activated! 

Chapter 1519 

A water current with silver and red combined suddenly surged out of Fengmin Mountain! That was the 

most precise color as if it had gathered all the dazzling holy light in the world, and it also seemed like it 

was the same color as the purest blood in the world. 

The silver was icy cold, and the red was thriving! They clearly were vastly different, yet they merged with 

some indescribable harmony. It was as if they were born to be like this. 

That water current seemed to flow down from the distant mountains, and it seemed to be able to cover 

thousands of miles in an instant. It drew a perfect curve in midair as it rushed toward Chu Liuyue with 

the winds! 

… 

Elder Meng stood at the top of the pagoda and held the wooden window frame tightly with one hand. 

His body was tense, and his eyes widened. 

Inside the room, the originally tightly shut door was already open. The rays of light that slowly gathered 

on it were all taken away by that shocking aura! 

Elder Meng stood there and personally saw the light on it dim gradually. The strange pattern on it also 

started disappearing at an observable speed. 

The originally uneven pattern was gradually smoothened, and that door started to recover its initial 

appearance bit by bit. At first glance, it didn't seem any different from the six doors on the first floor. 
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This door once had a secret. Now that the secret had returned, it naturally didn't need to be special. 

Elder Meng dazedly stared at that door for a while before he suddenly turned around and looked 

outside the window. When he saw the silver and red colors intertwining in the light in the skies, looking 

like river water rushing toward the young woman floating in midair, his heart stopped for that one 

moment. Shangguan Yue… 

Shangguan Yue! As if he suddenly thought of something, deep shock instantly flashed across his old 

eyes! Could it… 

… 

There were no ifs and accidents. 

The current, formed by rays of light, cut through the sky and silently pierced space. It brushed past the 

crowd's heads, and it scraped past the sides of Dong Huang Clock Tower, flowing between the 

mountains. 

The winds attacked Chu Liuyue in a ferocious manner! 

The scene seemed to be frozen. All the sounds seemed to disappear at this moment. 

It was dead quiet between heaven and earth. The dark clouds stopped moving, and the wild winds 

stopped howling. Even those people seemed to be frozen in the scene as they stood stunned on the 

ground. 

It was a type of indescribable suppression and aura. Without additional words, it caused others to 

respect, fear, and submit to it the moment it arrived! 

Almost everyone's gazes seemed to be stuck to it and moved with it. Then, they saw the frightening 

current with a tremendous aura about to reach Chu Liuyue. 

Suddenly, all the gleam and threat were hidden. 

From afar, it seemed like a river current that passed through the skies. Then, it stopped before Chu 

Liuyue. Like tired birds returning to their nests, it was filled with deep reminiscence. 

… 

Chu Liuyue saw the dazzling light with silver and red intertwined. A ripple finally appeared in her calm 

and nonchalant eyes. I've not felt this aura… for too long! 

Her fingers trembled slightly as she reached forward. 

It was a light point. 

Clang! 

The sound of the water current rushed up! Millions of light rays instantly formed colorful lines that 

circled Chu Liuyue. 

These lines intertwined and overlapped. It seemed to be without a pattern at first glance, but in actual 

fact, it contained a strange rhythm. 



Chu Liuyue couldn't help but curl her red lips slightly and smile. No wonder… It was no wonder I would 

always choose the same door when I went to the pagoda! And after I entered that door, I completely 

immersed myself within rapidly, and my cultivation speed was greatly enhanced. It was because… it was 

my own God Realm! 

Any cultivator would be the most comfortable and carefree in their own God Realm. In this world, what 

place could cause her to feel so comfortable and secure and have that warm, thick force naturally enter 

her body without much thought about cultivation? It could also nourish her bloodline, improve her 

physical strength, and elevate her skills. 

Only her own God Realm! 

Chu Liuyue raised her hand. The few rays of light encircled her palm in a lively fashion. 

Chu Liuyue lightly heaved a sigh of relief. 

In a blink of an eye, the injuries on her body started to recover at a shocking speed. Inside her God 

Realm, she was the master! 

The next moment, Chu Liuyue looked up! 

That golden tribulation was about to land! 

… 

"That's… a God Realm?!" Elder Hua Feng's gaze was dazed, and he couldn't believe what was happening 

before his eyes. 

He wasn't so shocked because a God Realm was suppressed in Fengmin Mountain, but… because he had 

seen this God Realm before! No, to be more accurate, it was too familiar! 

In actual fact, which elders in Ling Xiao Academy wouldn't recognize this God Realm?! 

Elder Hua Feng stared at the thin and straight figure wrapped by the God Realm, and his heart was 

overwhelmed. Shangguan Yue actually summoned this God Realm. What does this mean? 

"S-she's really…" Elder Bo Yan finally spoke but stammered for once. After such a long time, he still 

didn't say those words. 

It was quite incredible for Elder Bo Yan—who was very experienced and didn't show his emotions on his 

face—to actually have such a reaction. 

He stared at Chu Liuyue as if he wanted to see something from that face. At the same time, he reached 

out and tugged Elder Hua Feng's arm. 'Hua Feng, s-she's… her?" 

His ending syllables even trembled ever so slightly. 

It's so obvious! Who can't tell!? Elder Hua Feng was beyond annoyed. "Who can it be if it's not her?!" 

Elder Bo Yan seemed to realize that his behavior was inappropriate, so he coughed awkwardly. "Don't 

misunderstand. I just thought that you understood the girl more and that you had more experience, so 

you could confirm it better…" 



Elder Hua Feng's face darkened. What experience? Experience of being lied to?! When speaking so 

sincerely, did you consider my feelings? 

Clearly, Elder Bo Yan didn't really care about this. 

Originally, Elder Hua Feng wanted to refute him. But after racking his brain and thinking about it, he 

hopelessly realized that he couldn't defend himself. 

He rubbed his face harshly and allowed his consciousness to return before he looked over. But this time, 

a smile couldn't help but appear on his face as he watched on. These eyes and this temper are indeed 

the exact same as before, especially her ability to get into trouble and arrogant personality… I should've 

guessed it! Who else can be like her in this world? She is truly unique and peerless! 

… 

Chu Liuyue closed her fingers. 

The dazzling current in the sky rapidly gathered! In the blink of an eye, it formed a silver and red ball on 

her palm. 

From the corner of her eyes, she glanced at Miao Yao. "Senior Miao Yao." 

Miao Yao was stunned and looked over in a daze. Then, he saw that woman smile brightly. 

"You'll know very quickly if I can endure this tribulation." Once Chu Liuyue said this, she moved back and 

flicked her fingers! 

Countless stars instantly dissipated—it covered the entire sky! 

Chapter 1520 

The silver and red sparks faltered lightly and silently covered half the sky! It was like a galaxy of stars 

that wrapped around Chu Liuyue. 

She stood in midair with a straight back. Her loose strands of hair flew with the wind, and she looked 

noble and honest. 

She looked up at the golden tribulation. 

The golden glow suddenly shone down! It instantly shot its way into the silver and red galaxy! 

The two forces clashed with each other and started an intense battle! Silently, it made everyone feel 

much more pressured. 

It was like a golden curved knife that tried to slash open the sea! 

That golden curved knife was as sharp as ever, with a heavy aura. However, the waters were 

tremendous as they silently absorbed and extinguished the sharp aura! 

Gradually, that golden curved knife sank into the water and was refined until sparks came out. 

Those sparks unwittingly went toward Chu Liuyue. The moment they landed on her, they instantly hid 

themselves. 
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The heavy and tremendous strength entered Chu Liuyue's body bit by bit. Under the nourishment of 

such pure strength, her bones and veins underwent a huge change, and her aura started strengthening 

at a terrifying speed! 

When she was previously in Million Wine Mountain's fountain, she used the force within to break 

through directly and become a peak stage-nine warrior. And with the tribulation nearing now, she had 

to absorb the tribulation strength to completely elevate her cultivation to the true god stage! 

That golden tribulation wasn't an obstacle but her stepping stone to becoming better! 

… 

When Miao Yao saw the golden tribulation gradually being extinguished, his heart suddenly sank! 

Originally, he hoped that this golden tribulation could directly end Shangguan Yue's life. After all, her 

physical body couldn't withstand such force. 

However, he never expected that she had a God Realm, and this God Realm was extremely strong! It 

destroyed everything in its path! 

Even the Heaven and Earth Force surrounding the golden tribulation were taken by her! One had to 

know that even he couldn't do this! 

Countless thoughts flashed across Miao Yao's mind messily. Didn't they say that Shangguan Yue is just a 

stage-nine warrior? Where did this God Realm come from? In this world, only real true gods can have a 

complete God Realm! 

This God Realm is hers. Doesn't this mean that she is a legendary warrior?! But when we fought 

previously, Shangguan Yue's skills did seem to only be a stage-nine warrior. And this time, she was 

clearly preparing to break through. There is nothing to hide about such things. She clearly has no 

reason— 

Miao Yao's eyes were icy cold, but his heart didn't seem as calm as it was on the surface. Now, he finally 

knew where the uneasiness came from. 

As an ordinary stage-nine warrior, Shangguan Yue has too many precious items and capabilities that a 

warrior of her skill level shouldn't have! Why is there such a thing in this world? She had a God Realm 

before she tried to break through to become a true god?! 

Miao Yao couldn't help but turn around. However, he suddenly saw a figure rushing toward him! 

He instantly became alert! The incoming person is extremely strong! 

But after strengthening Fengmin Mountain's barrier, Elder Meng—who rushed over—had no time to 

care about Miao Yao. 

"Elder Meng, why are you here?" Detecting the commotion, Elder Bo Yan and the rest finally retracted 

their gazes. 

Elder Meng waved his hands and stared straight at Chu Liuyue. "I came here to see Yue'er Girlie!" 

The others looked at one another. 



Elder Meng's words confirmed their guesses! Even if they had already thought of this, they were still 

touched when they heard Elder Meng's definitive tone. 

"Elder Meng, that—" Elder Hua Feng lowered his voice and glanced toward Miao Yao. There's still some 

trouble here! It's fine if it were an ordinary person, but the other party has a distinguished status. We 

can't make the situation too stiff. 

Elder Meng then glanced at Miao Yao from the corner of his eyes and smiled. "This is Yue'er Girlie's 

opponent, so she naturally has to deal with it herself." 

He meant that they didn't need to trouble themselves to handle it. 

"Meng Xian!" Miao Yao suddenly raised his voice in an exasperated manner. 

Elder Meng was at ease and didn't care. 

Actually, he had once fought with Miao Yao a thousand years ago. They both had neutral impressions of 

each other, and because of their statuses, they had neutral stances. 

But now, Elder Meng was still Elder Meng. Yet, Miao Yao had become someone that came to Ling Xiao 

Academy to fight with a student in her teens. 

Elder Meng naturally looked down on him, even though this student was a little abnormal. 

Thinking of this, Elder Meng chuckled and stroked his beard. These few years, I didn't dare to leave 

Fengmin Mountain to guard this God Realm. Now, that girl is finally back! 

As Elder Meng watched, he silently shook his head. I was really careless. There were so many hints 

previously, yet I didn't notice it at all! Other than herself, who else could enter her God Realm?! 

… 

The entire world was silent. 

Almost everyone thought that there would be a huge commotion when this golden tribulation struck 

Chu Liuyue's God Realm. However, expectations were different from reality. 

The two forces intertwined and silently killed each other. 

The scene seemed to be delayed, and the crowd could easily capture every moment. They could see the 

golden tribulation starting to dissolve bit by bit. 

They could also see the silver and red galaxy that flowed with the wind. They could even more clearly 

see the sparks circle around Chu Liuyue as they strengthened her bit by bit. 

Ka! 

At some moment, Chu Liuyue clearly heard a crisp sound from her body. 

Demigod! 

At this moment, the God Realm seemed to detect the change in her aura as it turned around ferociously. 

The tremendous waves completely swallowed that golden tribulation! 



Chu Liuyue slowly closed her eyes, and her body glowed. Even in the dazzling galaxy, she was as bright 

and eye-catching as ever. 

The tribulation's force kept entering her body. Every part of her body was being ripped apart, yet they 

healed at an even faster rate. 

During this continuous process, her body was evolving! Her aura kept strengthening! 

… 

Miao Yao finally panicked! If Shangguan Yue really breaks through to become a true god, then I will 

definitely lose this gamble! At that time, I'll be humiliated! How can I go back to face my clansmen then? 

Not only did I not bring the corpse back, but I even lost to a teenage girl? This teenage girl is trying to 

break through to become a true god! 

Miao Yao clenched his teeth. Suddenly, he moved toward Chu Liuyue! I have to stop her! 

Detecting Miao Yao's movements, Elder Meng and the rest had a change in expression. "Miao Yao, how 

dare you!" 

That girl is at a crucial point in her breakthrough. Once she is disturbed, she will— 

Slap! 

The purplish-golden tail flung around! 

The violent force instantly turned into a sharp icicle that went for the back of Chu Liuyue's head! 

 


